initiation into hermetics franz bardon

Initiation Into Hermetics - The Path of the True Adept

Hermetics is a term given to the ancient Egyptian path of magic, self development and self enlightenment. In this volume the author focuses his attention on the practical training necessary for all true magical attainment. Using the four elements of fire, water, air and earth, he teaches the student how to master these forces in the three worlds of the body, soul and spirit and provides detailed training in the entire arcanum of magic. Teachings cover virtually all magical techniques from basic techniques in thought control, meditation and imagination to advanced teachings in astral travel, spiritual healing, clairvoyance, seeing the aura and creation of talismans. A complete spiritual path of attainment in one book Learn to transform and eliminate the negative characteristics of the personality Master the hidden spiritual forces in nature Virtually every magical technique covered in one volume

Autohypnosis for Franz Bardon's Initiation into Hermetics

For the genuine spiritual seeker: This book provides the theory and practice of autohypnosis for the ten steps of IIH with all abilities and qualities of the future magician. Further on it contains very important and recommended additional hypnotic suggestions which accelerate progress, dissolve bad karma and all kinds of blockades. Autohypnosis for Bardon's IIH - table of contents: The nature of the subconsciousness / the polarity of mind / hypnotic suggestions for all exercises, abilities and qualities / clearing and healing of bad karma, dissolving of blockades / conscious meeting of your spiritual guide / psychic hygiene / mastership meditation / And much more...

Preliminary Practice for Franz Bardon's Initiation Into Hermetics

For the genuine spiritual seeker: This book deals with the question how you can prepare yourself in the best way for full success on the path to perfection. The preliminary training guide is derived from more than 16 years of spiritual practice in Bardons system. Table of contents: Basic literature / The right understanding of Bardons teachings / Additional spiritual literature / The right attitude / Mental clarity / Improvement of will, intuition and divine guidance / Mental training / Soul balancing / Character refinement / Use of prayers / Gymnastics / Physical training / Balanced diet / Tips on the path / And much more...

Realization Into Hermetics Initiation And Masters Part 1, 2 And 3 - A Step Beyond The Teachings Of Franz Bardon

The Realization Into Hermetics Initiation And Masters Part 1 2 And 3 books is united here for preparation for the new book who is coming. In Initiation Into Hermetics Franz Bardon presented a system of practices graded by degrees to accompany the Adept from the simplest level to the most complex state, yet both the practices and teachings contained in his book function only as
tools that only in hand of someone able to use them correctly come to their ultimate goal. How many people have practiced so dedicatedly and still practice these techniques and fall short of what they hoped to achieve? How many years have you dedicated to this goal? In order to carry out the Great Work an unshakable determination is always necessary, but if you continue to use the same techniques always you will unfortunately always get the same results, how much time do you still believe you have in this life to achieve what you set out to achieve? Using improved techniques in the right way and improving them always more is what will lead to the dreamed goal and we have no time to lose. Among the Alchemists it was said that the philosopher's stone is like a forgotten treasure in a pit and that the more one tried to catch more the gap deepened and more roots appeared between them and their objective. That is exactly what has happened and has plagued many of the dedicated students of Hermetic both today and in the past ages, and the hard truth is made present because the path that can be followed does not lead to the True Path because this is something that presents itself Himself in his own way and with his Absolute Power, unquestioning Authority, being The Strong Force of All Strength, to teach you the means of how to arrive in this state of Supreme Bliss where the Universe converges to bless you is the purpose of this book. The Path to the Great Work is unique in its direction but multiple in its strands. Hermeticism is to follow this path by obtaining the union of all powers and balancing them both in a Passive Receptive and Active Aggressive manner, the union of the Elements and their Absolute Control over the protection of the Law of Manifestation of Polarity is the Realization of the Scepter of the Power and the full consecration of the Master in this art. The human being in his conscious state supports only a tiny fraction of the Cosmic Consciousness thus making it impossible for him alone to touch and unite with the higher powers, only with the application of the Law of Polarity in its deepest strand is obtained So your success, both your Conscious and Perceptible as well as your Unconscious and Imperceptible, must be directed towards achieving such a noble goal. For the vast majority of the uninitiated, what they do not perceive and which can not be touched or conceivable by them is not part of their world, practically for them is something that "does not exist" yet it is precisely this inconceivable and unexpected part that when presented In their lives it assaults to him of surprise and of fatal way. When a Higher Power manifests itself in the world it is only perceptible and comprehensible in its totality to those who are on the same level, the lower levels only perceive fractions, and the lower ones have never been able to comprehend it, and these which are so are Adapted so much to their material physical state that they disconnected completely forgot the Grandiosity from which they came, from the Power of their Microcosm and from their Sacred counterpart The Macrocosm. The Initiate was already able to apply the Law of Polarity and thus obtain and fix his own reintegration with the flow of Divine Providence in this world strengthening him with blessing and power, making his life be watched over by Superior and Absolutely Holy Forces, And now to consecrate his masters he needs to reintegrate with the foundation of this power so deeply that they will become more than inseparable. When he came into this world his Being in the process of incarnation was "turned away" from the Holy Powers, Forces and Plans, his vibrational state equaled to this time and finally to the material, social and emotional environment, then reborn, yet his Spirit in his state Always imperative and present directed him again by the experiences of his life and by the love of his heart to reintegrate and rise again reconnecting to the Sacred Plans, Forces and Powers thus extinguishing their pendencies with this world and allowing their Ascension, the first step in this Sacred Way has already been given in the last Book with the True Initiation and now its Kingdom must be re-erected here in its fullness to obtain the Master, only from this conquest that can go forward and
obtain Sacred Realization. The Universal Fire establishing itself in the Magus as it was shown in the practices of the last book, grants it abilities and powers that for many were unknown and sometimes unbelievable, make use of its forces and carry on with all its Power, we will still speak in the First part of this book how to stabilize and deepen still further in this force, there is nothing in the world that can be compared to it, this Force and this Power is the Foundation for your salvation and after the Realization you can obtain with it the Supreme Most Holy Sacred Sword, And in obtaining this Upper and Crushing Force his horizons widened beyond the barriers of the mortal world and at this point he could "Open the Way" to his beloved brethren who, still trapped, the chains of the world follow in the midst of great sufferings with unshakeable strength and will on the way Of the Great Work. When the time comes, just as I am doing to you, my holy brother, lift your Supreme Most Holy Sacred Sword and Walk the Path for them. For the Initiate who has already built the pillars of the Universal Elements, Fire and Air, their resources will be expanded here so that they can safely obtain the pillar of the Universal Water element. This is the next step. Fire is Strength and Power. Air is Wisdom and Water is Universal Love from which Blessing, Healing and Infinite Life is born, uniting Human Heart with Divine Heart, micro and macro, and the infinite power that is born from this state, being in the Now living consciously and unconsciously in the deepest center of All Powerful Superior loving deeply and generating strength and being deeply loved thus generating courage. By locating and accepting the love of the beings of the universe, accepting that there are forces and powers that through Divine Grace and its infinite power, mercy and strength, protect and bless you deeply, recognizing and reconnecting with this Supreme Power and feeling it fully. By maintaining this power and this state of receptivity, feel this active power deeply in your life, present, past and future, conscious and unconscious, Lucky Success and Well-Being, alive, permanent and real. Magnus Sarmarx

**Initiation Into Hermetics - A Course of Instruction of Magic Theory and Practice**

**Realization Into Hermetics Initiation - A Step Beyond The Teachings Of Franz Bardon**

In Initiation Into Hermetics Franz Bardon presented a system of practices graded by degrees to accompany the Adept from the simplest level to the most complex state, yet both the practices and teachings contained in his book function only as tools that only in hand Of someone able to use them correctly come to their ultimate goal. How many people have practiced so dedicatedly and still practice these techniques and fall short of what they hoped to achieve? How many years have you dedicated to this goal? In order to carry out the Great Work an unshakable determination is always necessary, but if you continue to use the same techniques always you will unfortunately always get the same results, how much time do you still believe you have in this life to achieve what you set out to achieve? Using improved techniques in the right way and improving them always more is what will lead to the dreamed goal and we have no time to lose. Among the Alchemists it was said that the philosopher's stone is like a forgotten treasure in a pit and that the more one tried to catch more the gap deepened and more roots appeared between them and their objective. That is exactly what has happened and has plagued many of the dedicated students of Hermetic both today and in the past ages, and the hard truth is made
present because the path that can be followed does not lead to the True Path because this is something that presents itself Himself in his own way and with his Absolute Power, unquestioning Authority, being The Strong Force of All Strength, to teach you the means of how to arrive in this state of Supreme Bliss where the Universe converges to bless you is the purpose of this book. Magnus Sarmarx

**A Practice Guide - Supplemental Comments on Franz Bardon's Initiation Into Hermetics Course**

This little practice guide, written by an experienced practitioner, gives the student of the hermetics some supplemental insights into material that complements Bardon's hermetic system, namely the qualitative - mystical - aspect of Initiation into Hermetics. The student is given the opportunity to understand the qualitative meaning of the diverse exercises of Bardon's interpretation of the first Tarot card.

**A Bardon Companion - A Practical Companion for the Student of Franz Bardon's System of Hermetic Initiation**

Expanded and updated second edition of Rawn Clark's practical commentaries on Franz Bardon's three books: "Initiation Into Hermetics", "Practice of Magical Evocation" and "Key to the True Kabbalah". Includes a new, more in-depth commentary on IIH. Fully indexed!

**Frabato the Magician**

Written in the form of a novel, Frabato is the spiritual autobiography of Franz Bardon. Set in Dresden in the early 1930's it chronicles Frabato's magical battles with the members of a powerful and dangerous black lodge. His escape from Germany during the final desperate days of the Weimar Republic and the beginning of his spiritual mission culminating with his classic books on Hermetic magic. More than an occult novel, Frabato the Magician is itself a work of magic which illuminates Bardon's other books as well as providing a revealing look into the dark occult forces which lay behind the rise of the Third Reich. Threaded throughout the true tale, and written between the lines, are many valuable and practical esoteric lessons.

**The Practice of Magical Evocation**

The second book presents the next stages of magical development. Detailed descriptions for evocation of beings from the spheres surrounding us. The aspirant learns how everything is possible through the appropriate spiritual laws and powers. Part I: magical aids and their uses: the circle, the mirror, the wand, the sword, the pentacle and the garment; advantages and disadvantages of evocational magic. Part II: explains in detail the hierarchy of the spheres, including the spirits of the four elements, planetary intelligences and communication with spirit beings. Part III: concludes with a complete set of illustrations of the seals of spirit beings.